What problem does the protagonist face in the story? What are two events that happened as a result of the problem? Include information from the selection in your answer, or describe a turning point in the story and what causes the “change” to occur. (#7 Cause and effect)

Summarize the book. Include main idea and supporting details from beginning, middle and end. (#2 Summary)

Explain what you think a major theme in the book is. (#1 Main idea/theme)

Describe the ending of the story. Then, based on the information in the story, what do you predict the protagonist will do now that the story is over? Provide at least 2 examples from the story. (#3 Inference/Predictions)

Who can benefit most from reading this story? Why? Or how would a character from the story be an inspiration to someone? Explain. (#10 Extend info. beyond the text.)